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Global Shifts in Variants During the Pandemic
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Transitions in major Omicron Pango Lineages by continent in 2022
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BA.2.75 was declared by the WHO as a VOC-LUM. The following data support this being an important variant.

BA.2.75 is a BA.2 sublineage that differs from BA.2 in the following positions:
[K147E.W152R.F157L.I210V.G257S.G339H.G446S.N460K]_revert[Q493R]
It started to increase in prevalence in India in late May, and is now approaching about ~80% sampled variants in India.
It is increasing simultaneously in states throughout India.
2022-09-05: 5,435 GISAID entries are BA.2.75, and it is found globally.
It is increasingly prevalent in 17/18 countries where it has been found more than 10 times
In countries where places where BA.5 is co-circulating with BA.2.75, it is increasing at a faster pace than BA.5

BA.2.75 is increasingly sampled in countries where it has become established.
Isotonic regression analysis, cov.lanl.gov
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Above: summary of all countries where BA.2.75 was sampled
>10 times. A p-value < 0.05 indicates that BA.2.75 is gaining in
sampling frequency between 2022-05-16 and 2022-08-16.
In the examples on the right, size of the dot reflects the sample
size on given day and the y axis represents the sampling
frequency of BA.2.75
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BF.5
BF.5 is a BA.5 sublineage that adds A1020S to BA.5’s baseline Spike
It is very common globally, sampled 25,829 times in GISAID, and is particularly
common Israel.
While it is increasing globally, it is not consistently increasing faster than other
BA.5s, so its upsweep in prevalence may just be part of the global transition to the
BA.5.

BF.5 has increased overall in 36/37 countries BUT it is not consistently increasing relative to other BA.5s, and where it is
increasing it usually is very gradual and stable since June, suggesting it is not increasing relative to other BA.5s
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Above: summary of all countries where BF.5 and other BA.5s were co-circulating and BF.5 was found >10 times. A pvalue < 0.05 indicates that BF.5 is gaining in sampling frequency relative to other BA.5. Sampling between 2022-05-16
and 2022-08-16.
In the four example graphs on the right, size of the dot reflects the sample size on given day and the y axis represents
the sampling frequency of BF.5/BA.5

Exception: Germany

4 examples of nations where BF.5 is currently relative common
It is most common in Israel and Slovakia, but not increasing relative to other BA.5s.

BA.4.6
BA.4.6 is a very common BA.4 sublineage that adds R346T, N658S to BA.4
It is common globally, sampled 17,115 times in GISAID.
Although is increasingly sampled, the increase tends to be gradual, and is not
as rapid as for BA.2.75, the exception of the Dominican Republic.

BA.4.6 has increased in sampling frequency overall in 34/39 countries in the last 3 months, it is consistenely increasing relative
to BA.4, but it is not consistently increasing relative to BA.5. Most data is available in the US and UK, and in both countries there
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Above: summary of all countries where BA.4.6 was found >10 times. A p-value
<0.05 indicates that BA.4.6 is increasingly sampled.
In the graphs on the right, size of the dot reflects the sample size on given day and
the y axis represents the sampling frequency of B4.6/[BA.5+BA.4.6]

4 examples of nations where BA.4.6 is increasing:
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There are several BA.2.75 variants that
carry R346T. These tend to be increasing
relative to other BA.2.75, but they are still
very rare.
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Omicron_BA.2.75_R346T.F486S.D1199N

The y-axis represent that fraction of [BA.2.75 with R346T] divided by all BA.2.75 in
every country where more than 10 were sampled.

